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The anisotropic transfer integrals characterizing the quasi-one-dimensionalsQ1Dd electronic structure are
determined experimentally for the new organic superconductorsDMETd2CuCl2 by angle-dependent magne-
toresistance and polarized reflectance measurements. Lebed resonances and third angle effect are observed in
the angle-dependent magnetoresistance; the latter gives the ratio of the inter- and intra-stack transfer integrals
asta8 / tb=0.1. From the anisotropy of the plasma frequency found in the polarized reflectance spectra, the intra-
and inter-stack transfer integrals are deduced astb=0.28 eV andta8=0.028 eV, respectively, in good agreement
with the results of the third angle effect. The observed anisotropy of the transfer integrals is the same as those
for the Q1D TMTSF salts, which is consistent with the appearance of the field-induced spin-density-wave
states at magnetic fields similar to those of the Q1D TMTSF salts.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quasi-one-dimensionalsQ1Dd organic superconduct-
ors of TMTSFstetramethyltetraselenafulvalened family have
been attracting attention for a quarter century. They exhibit a
variety of electronic phenomena such as the field-induced
spin density wavesFISDWd transition and the unconven-
tional superconductivity, etc.f1g. These properties are caused
by the Q1D planar Fermi surfaces. The appearance of the
FISDW phase is now understood as caused by filling the
very small pockets formed by the incomplete nesting of the
planar Fermi surfaces with Landau levelsf1g. On the other
hand, the pairing state of the superconductivity of the
TMTSF salts is an issue of intensive debate from both ex-
perimental and theoretical viewpoints in terms of the Q1D
band structure.

The Q1D nature of the Fermi surface of the TMTSF salts
are first revealed by the polarized reflectance spectra exhib-
iting anisotropic plasma frequencies along each crystallo-
graphic axisf1g. While, various angle-dependent magnetore-
sistance effects, such as Lebed resonances, Danner-Chaikin
oscillations, and the third angle effect are discovered and
ascribed to the Q1D structure of the Fermi surfacef2–4g.
These magneto-oscillations now become powerful tools to
get insight into the details of Fermi surface structures.

Meanwhile, Kikuchi and co-workers developed another
family of charge-transfer salts using the unsymmetrical do-
nor, dimethylsethylenedithioddiselenadithiafulvalene
sDMETd, showing a variety of ground states similar to the
TMTSF saltsf5g. The DMET salts also have the Q1D planar
Fermi surface and are of interest in view of electronic tran-
sitions like TMTSF saltsf6g. Recently, Umemiyaet al. re-
ported a member of Q1D DMET organic conductor
sDMETd2CuCl2 f7g. The crystal structure ofsDMETd2CuCl2
is isostructural with that ofsDMETd2AusCNd2, consisting of

the stacks of DMET molecules along theb axis. The con-
ducting plane corresponds to thea8−b plane and the least-
conducting direction is thec* axis. The molecular arrange-
ment is depicted in Fig. 1. Lattice parameterssat 123 Kd are
a=7.023s3dÅ, b=7.586s2dÅ, c=14.868s6dÅ, a=80.18s1d+,
b=89.31s1d°, g=70.492s9d°, V=734.9s4dÅ3, and Z=1 f7g.
By the tight-binding approximation using extended Hückel
HOMO orbitalsf8g with Hückel parametersf9g, the transfer
integrals between molecules defined in Fig. 1 are calculated
as listed in the caption of Fig. 1. Here, thed orbitals of S and
Se atoms are not included in the calculation. The transfer
integral along theb axis is calculated astb=0.28 eV. The
dimerization effect along the molecular stack is negligible.
There arethree major components of transfer integrals be-
tween the molecular stacks. The effective inter-stack transfer
integral is calculated asta8=0.048 eV, based on the multiple-
transverse-transfer modelf1g. Resulting anisotropy of the

FIG. 1. Molecular arrangement and the transfer integrals of
sDMETd2CuCl2. The ellipsoids represent the DMET molecules. The
b axis is the stacking axis. Thec* axis is the least conducting
direction. Transfer integrals aretS1=0.28 eV, tS2=0.28 eV, tI1
=−0.019 eV,tI2=−0.027 eV, andtI3=−0.030 eV.
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transfer integral ista8 / tb=0.17. As a result, Q1D planar
Fermi surface is calculated as shown in the inset of Fig. 2.

In this paper we report on the experimental study of the
Q1D electronic structure ofsDMETd2CuCl2 by the angle-
dependent magnetoresistance and polarized reflectance mea-
surements. Part of the present study has been published in
the proceedings of the ICSM 2004 conferencef10g.

II. EXPERIMENT

Single crystals ofsDMETd2CuCl2 were grown by the
slow diffusion of the methanol solution of CusII dCl2 s2.5
mL, 8.9 mMd into the tetrahydrofuran solution of DMETs2.5
mL, 1.9 mMd. Platelet crystals were obtained after one week
f7g. The resistivity was measured by dc or low-frequency ac
technique with four terminals in the temperature range from
0.7 to 300 K. The typical dimension of the single crystal for
the measurements is 0.331.030.1 mm3. For theb-axis re-
sistivity, the current contacts covered the two end surface of
the crystal along theb axis and the voltage contacts were
formed on thea8−b plane between the current contacts. For
the c* -axis resistivity, two pairs of contacts were formed on
eacha8−b plane of the crystal and one of the pairs along the
c* axis is used for current contacts and the other pair is used
for voltage contacts. All contacts were formed with carbon
paste. In order to avoid microcracks during cooling often
reported for TMTSF salts, crystals were embedded in Api-
ezon N grease. The grease is known to induce a weak pres-
sure of,0.3 kbar to the crystalf11g. The magnetic field was
applied by a 9 T superconducting solenoid. The polarized
reflectance spectra down to 15 K were measured on thea8
−b plane with the electric vectorE polarized along theb and
a8 axes with a FTIR microspectrophotometersJASCO FT/
IR-620d equipped with a gas-flow-type cryostat. The reflec-
tivity was calibrated with a gold reflector as a standard. In
the visible light range, the reflectivity was measured for each
polarization with an Olympus MMSP microspectrophotom-
eter up to 25 000 cm−1 at room temperature and calibrated
with a silicon reflector as a standard.

III. RESULTS

The overall temperature dependence of the resistivity is
metallic from room temperature down to 0.8 K. At 0.8 K, a

superconducting transition to zero resistance is observed as
shown in Fig. 2. The resistivity recovers its normal value
under a small magnetic field of 0.1 T applied perpendicular
to thea8−b plane. This material is thus classified as an am-
bient pressure superconductorf5g.

As shown in Fig. 3, step-like magnetoresistance anoma-
lies above 4 T are observed below 4.2 K. The position of
anomalies can be scaled with inverse of magnetic fieldsf10g.
These anomalies are caused by the successive transitions into
the FISDW subphases, similar to those observed in the
TMTSF saltsf1g. We measured the Hall effect and found the
plateau-like behaviors characteristic for the FISDW state
f10g.

In Fig. 4, we show thec* -axis resistivity at 1.5 K under
magnetic fields of 4, 6, 8, and 9 T rotated within thea8−c*

plane, scaled with the tangent of the angleu of the magnetic
field with respect to thec* axis. In this magnetic field con-
figuration, Lebed resonances appear at magic angles in
which electron motion on the Q1D Fermi surface is com-
mensurate with the periodicity of the Brillouin zonef2g. The
commensurability condition is written as,

tanu =
p

q
3

a8

c* , s1d

where p and q are integers.a8=a sing is the spacing be-
tween the stack andc* =c sina sinb is the spacing between

FIG. 2. Superconducting transition ofsDMETd2CuCl2. Inset: the
Fermi surface ofsDMETd2CuCl2.

FIG. 3. b-axis magnetoresistance at 0.7, 1.5, and 4.2 K. The
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to thea8−b plane. The step-
like anomalies typical for FISDW phases appear above 4 T at 0.7 K.
Inset: Sample configuration of the measurement. Shaded areas on
the sample represent the electrodes.

FIG. 4. c* -axis magnetoresistance at 1.5 K under magnetic fields
at 4, 6, 8, and 9 T rotated within thea8−c* plane scaled with tanu.
Arrows indicate the dips at Lebed magic angles. Inset: Sample con-
figuration of the measurement. Shaded areas on the sample repre-
sent the electrodes.
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the a8−b conducting planes. We observe corresponding
Lebed resonance magic angles atp/q=0, ±1, and ±2 as dips
in resistivity, as shown in Fig. 4, on the resistivity curve
above 6 T. The spacing between each dip is tanu=0.45,
which is in good agreement with the value ofa8 /c* .

Figure 5 shows thec* -axis resistivity at 1.5 K under mag-
netic fields of 7, 8, and 9 T rotated within thea8−b plane.
The anglef represents the direction of the magnetic field
with respect to theb axis. The magnetoresistance under the
magnetic field along theb axis is small and almost invisible
in the resistivity scale of Fig. 5. By rotating the direction of
the magnetic field from theb axis, the magnetoresistace in-
creases rapidly and hits the maximum when the magnetic
field is along thea8 axis. In the Q1D conductors, the third
angle effect appears as two kinks or local minima on the
angle dependence of the out-of-plane magnetoresistance,
when the external magnetic field is rotated within the most
conducting planef6g. This effect originates from the appear-
ance of closed orbits on the Q1D Fermi surface when the
condition sfor the 3/4 filled cased:

utanfu ø Î2
ta8
tb

3
a8

b
s2d

is fulfilled, wheref is the angle of magnetic field with re-
spect to theb axis f4g. By observing the third angle effect,
we are able to evaluate the ratio of transfer integrals to the
most and second conducting directionsta8 / tb experimentally
f6g. At 1.5 K and above 6 T, we find two kinks on the angle
dependence of magnetoresistance within thea8−b plane, as
shown in Fig. 5. The spacing between the two kinks is 28°.
Using Eq.s2d with the critical angle offc=14°, the aniso-
tropy of the transfer integrals is deduced to beta8 / tb=0.1.

Figure 6 shows the polarized reflectance spectra of
sDMETd2CuCl2 alongE/ /b andE/ /a8 axis. The anisotropy
with respect to the polarization represents the Q1D electronic
structure similar to TMTSF saltsf1g. The reflectivityR for
each polarization is fitted with the Drude model:

e = e` −
vp

2

v2 + igv
s3d

R=
fResÎed − 1g2 + fImsÎedg2

fResÎed + 1g2 + fImsÎedg2
, s4d

wheree is the complex permittibity ande` is the background
permittibilty. Re and Im indicate the real and imaginary
parts. The damping due to resistivity are represented by the
parameter g. At 15 K, the data are fitted withvp
=10 800 cm−1 g=850 cm−1; and e`=2.8 for E/ /b and vp
=1900 cm−1 g=300 cm−1 and e`=3.8 for E/ /a8. The tem-
perature dependence of the spectra is explained in terms of
the increase ing up to twice in accordance with the increase
in resistivity with temperature.

From the plasma frequency, we are able to deduce transfer
integrals for alongb and a8 axes. Based on the Q1D tight-
binding band model, the plasma frequency for each direction
is calculated asf1g,

vp,b
2 = 4Ne2b2tb sinsbkF/2d, s5d

vp,a8
2 =

8Ne2a82ta8
2

tb sinsbkF/2d
, s6d

whereN is the density of moleculess=2/Vd, e is the elec-
tronic charge, andkF is the Fermi wave number. Using Eqs.
s5d and s6d, transfer integrals at 15 K are deduced astb
=0.28 andta8=0.028 eV for each direction. The anisotropy is
in remarkable agreement with that found by the third angle
effect.

IV. DISCUSSION

The anisotropy of the transfer integrals is deduced consis-
tently by the third angle effect and the polarized reflectance
spectra. The anisotropy of the transfer integrals of
sDMETd2CuCl2 is almost the same as the other DMET salts
f6g and also forsTMTSFd2ClO4 f1g. Although tb=0.28 eV
agrees well with that of the band calculation, the calculated
transfer integral ratio ofta8 / tb=0.17 is larger than that of the
experimental result. This may be ascribed to the uncertainty
in the extended Hückel parameters used in the calculation,
especially those for S and Se.

FIG. 5. Angle dependence ofc* -axis magnetoresistance at 1.5 K
in magnetic fields 7, 8, and 9 T. The external field is rotated within
the a8−b plane. Inset: Sample configuration of the measurement.
Shaded areas on the sample represent the electrodes.

FIG. 6. Polarized reflectance spectra ofsDMETd2CuCl2 at 291,
191, 102, and 15 K below 7000 cm−1, and up to 25 000 cm−1 at
room temperature. Broken lines are fit to the Drude-Lorenz model
at 15 and 291 K.
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The field range of the FISDW transitions is similar to that
of the TMTSF salts, but is smaller than that ofsDMETd2I3,
the other example of the DMET salt exhibiting the FISDW
transitionsf12g. The magnetic field necessary for the FISDW
phase is a measure of the incompleteness of the nesting of
the planar Fermi surface. Higher magnetic field is needed for
the transitions in the case of worse nesting. The fact that the
sDMETd2CuCl2 has lower characteristic field for the FISDW
transitions indicates that the Fermi surface nesting is better
for sDMETd2CuCl2 than sDMETd2I3. However, the aniso-
tropy of the transfer integral within the conductinga8−b is
found to be the same for the two salts. The difference in the
nesting property of Fermi surface may be caused by the dif-
ference in the dispersion relation along the least-conducting
c* direction.

V. CONCLUSION

Quasi-one-dimensional electronic structure and the aniso-
tropy of the transfer integrals are clarified quantitatively for
the organic superconductorsDMETd2CuCl2. For the angle-
dependent magnetoresistance measurements, Lebed reso-
nances and third angle effect are found when the external
magnetic field is rotated within thea8−c* anda8−b planes.

The anisotropy of the transfer integrals along the most- and
the second-conducting direction is 1:10, in good agreements
with the transfer integrals evaluated from the plasma fre-
quency found on the polarized reflectance measurement. The
anisotropy of the transfer integrals is the same as those for
the Q1D TMTSF salts, consistent with the appearance of the
FISDW states in the same magnetic field range as in the Q1D
TMTSF salts.
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